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Abstract 

Cloud Computing paradigm accelerated the phase of 

development & deployment of software applications over on-

demand api-enabled programmable infrastructure. However, 

the decision factor of hosting the applications over On-

Premises or Public Cloud generally dependent on the features 

of Cloud Service offerings like IaaS, PaaS, CaaS and SaaS 

from the respective Cloud Platforms. Pubic Clouds are 

always on top with their taxonomy of service offering list, 

this worries enterprise IT departments about future platform 

dependency and cost aspects, hence phenomenon of Open 

Source Cloud Computing platforms like Openstack [25] are 

encouraged by IT Enterprises to offer Cloud Services similar 

to Public Clouds. Serverless Computing is an emerging cloud 

service construct wherein software applications decompose 

into multiple independent stateless functions, which are run 

only when invoked or trigger by events and killed when 

functions session expired. There are multiple FOSS 

Serverless Computing frameworks available, comparison & 

adoption of suitable framework for Openstack based On-

Premises Cloud platform with appropriate design and 

implementation procedure is the objective of this paper. 

 

Keywords:  hosting the applications, Cloud Computing 

paradigm 

   

 

1. Introduction 

The evolution of cloud computing simplified the 

datacenter physical computing machines 

management, which were in the “bare-metal” state. 

The operation and maintenance of the datacenter and 

time to offer the compute resources to the end-

customer improved with the adoption of Cloud 

Computing and Virtualization. The main reasons of 

the Cloud success are resources configured for API 

accessibility, enablement of broad network access and 

services made available on-demand through the portal 

namely Infrastructure as a service (IaaS).The 

deployment of Cloud IaaS in enterprise is called 

Private Cloud, consuming resources through Internet 

from external vendor is called Public Cloud, enabling 

connectivity between Private & Public and offering an 

option to choose services between them is called 

Hybrid Cloud.  

The transformation of software engineering from 

Monolithic to Service Oriented and Microservices 

Architectures fueled the need of different Cloud 

Services apart from IaaS. The flexibility for developer 

is consideration to offer new cloud service called 

Platform as Service (PaaS). PaaS offers the readily 

available software packaged Virtual Machines (VM) 

that simplifies developer job to concentrate on 

application development. Since Microservices 

adoption gradually increased, the requirement of 
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server form-factor shift from VM to Container had 

become essential. The new service offering Container 

as a Service (CaaS) prevailed in competition to IaaS. 

Container offers virtualization at the Operating system 

level using abstractions like chroot, namespace and 

cgroups, required application packaging offers by 

container engine like Docker and orchestration for 

containers delivered through Container Orchestrator 

like Kubernetes [24]. Free and Open-Source (FOSS) 

adoption helped enterprises to avoid vendor lock-in, 

de-facto standard softwares like Openstack (IaaS), 

Docker (Container Engine) and Kubernetes 

(Container Orchestrator) emerged as main players and 

gathered the trust of enterprise to adopt for their 

production needs. Since Cloud and Software 

engineering transformed at rapid speeds, developer 

difficulty to accustom to multiple service 

environments had also grown. Complexity that 

developer feels to inculcate knowledge of multiple 

layers of cloud services like IaaS, PaaS and CaaS to  

leverage them for better software development 

addressed with Serverless Architecture patterns, 

Figure 1 provides the  

 

 

Figure 1: Transformation of Enterprise 

Infrastructure, Server Form-factor and Software 

Architecture 

overview of overall technology transformation that 

influences Enterprise Cloud Computing. 

After a decade, Berkley University had published 

paper on new era of Cloud Computing [1] and 

mentioned that Serverless computing gone be the 

default computing paradigm in future, largely 

replacing services that needs server-full knowledge 

for application development. Serverless narrowed 

down entire cloud service offerings to two services; 

those are Function as a Service (FaaS) & Backend as 

a Service (BaaS). Functions are independently 

deployable software constructs that are subset of 

Microservices. Backend services are re-suable 

software service like database, S3 storage bucket, 

authentication, analytics and e-mail service etc. 

Serverless computing simplifies the cloud for 

developers such that they have to concentrate on 

developing business logic in terms of functions f(x), 

integrate it to backend services and chose available 

event triggers to run the code only on need basis over 

Cloud Platform. Cloud provider takes care of rest and 

assures required infrastructure availability for 

applications functions to run efficiently, charges only 

for the time that resources consumed to run stipulated 

application code. In brief, Serverless computing is an 

event-driven, stateless, code execution, utility-based 

environment that enables developer to write code and 

consume services, rest of the operations are offload to 

Cloud provider. 

Serverless Computing already proven its mettle 

with Public Cloud offerings like AWS Lambda, 

Microsoft Azure Functions and Google Cloud 

Functions.  Enterprise needs to adopt Serverless 

Computing to leverage the benefits it offer, hence 

comparison and adoption of FOSS Serverless 

frameworks is essential with respect to Openstack 

(FOSS de-facto Cloud Computing Platform).Since the 

research in this direction is essential, the necessary 

work performed and this paper is the extract of the 

research work conducted. Below are the motivated 

Research Questions (RQ) that covers the extent of the 

Serverless domain covered as part of this research 

paper: 

 RQ1:Which FOSS based Serverless Computing 

framework suits for Enterprise needs? 

 RQ2: What are the economic viability and 

technically feasibility of implementing selected (RQ1) 

Serverless Computing framework on Enterprise 

Openstack-Cloud?  

 RQ3: What are the design and implementation 

practices to follow to adopt Serverless Computing for 

enterprise cloud platforms? 

 RQ4:   What are the performance and efficiency 

measures to be taken care for Serverless Computing 

workloads? 

The further sections of this paper organized as 

follows: Section-II provides the overview of literature 

survey on RQ‟s and corresponding Research 

Methodology steps (RMS1-4). Section-III addresses 

RMS5 - Serverless Architecture design framework for 

Enterprise Openstack Cloud Computing.    The test 

approach, evaluation and outcomes described in 

Section IV addresses the RMS6-7. Finally, Section V 

concludes the paper and outlines the future research 

steps. 

Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) 

is adapted for this research paper. The research effort 

roughly divided into two parts. The first step is 

theoretical literature research (steps RMS 1 – 4), 

second part considered to be applying the knowledge 

to design, demonstrate, and evaluate (steps RMS 5-7). 

 

2. Literature Survery 

An extensive literature review carried out on 

Serverless Cloud Computing Frameworks and their 

applicability with respect to efficiency and 

performance for Enterprise Production expectations. 

Total Twenty research papers identified that are 

related to this paper RQ‟s; research work of those 

papers provided the right direction of what worked 

and what did not worked. Below are points that 

influenced the research of this paper. 

From the paper [1] Berkeley view on Serverless 

computing, provided the glance of future Cloud 

Computing revolution. However, issues that needs to 
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be taken care relate to ephemeral storage [17], which 

must provide high IOPS & low latency, BaaS services 

like databases demands higher Persisted Storage 

performance. 

 

 

 Figure 2: Design Science Research Methodology 

(DSRM) adoption to this research paper 

 

From the papers [2]& [3],the clarity to Serverless 

fitment of FaaS& BaaS within current cloud offering 

and separation between Business & Operational 

Logicin Serverless clearly highlighted. The current 

uses cases of FaaS are particularly Bursty & CPU 

Intensive; hence, essential performance engineering 

tests and proper evaluation is a clear necessity. 

From the papers [4], [5], Fonk-apps.io [6], provide the 

clear commonality among multiple FOSS Serverless 

Computing frameworks and their comparison on 

different aspects. The commonality is the FaaS 

offering and Kubernetes usage as Resource Manager 

among all the frameworks; differentiation is 

programming languages offered, Autoscaling 

performance & metric, Message queue integration and 

throughput & latency. 

 

Defining FaaS platform & Comparison 

The generic Serverless FaaS platforms uses two data 

stores for the functions those are Metadata and 

Function stores [18]. As name suggests for the quick 

retrieval of important information stores with 

Metadata Store and actual code stores in Function 

store. The reason to have two stores is two different 

access patterns, one for quick retrieval of information 

and other to run and deploy actual function. 

 
 

Figure 3: Anatomy of the runtime of a FaaS platform 

 

 

Events triggers execution request receive by Router; 

the component that decides which function goes for 

execution cycle, also responsible for forwarding 

function request to the deployer. The Deployer 

components accepts deployment request from Router, 

and assess the demand for function from the metadata 

function store and decide how function to be deployed 

through the Resource Manager (Kubernetes). 

Resource Manager is typically a base layer below 

FaaS platform: manages the deployment of cloud 

resources, such as containers, network and storage. 

The Function Instance is the outcome product that 

accepts and receive the requests from the Router and 

serves basic needs of application access for the users. 

The Deployment manager is the key difference 

between two different models; those are Events as 

Function Serverless Model and Container as a 

Function Serverless Model. The required container 

engine properties define the necessity of control & 

flexibility that models are expected to offer; it  

 

 
 

Figure 6: Knative Architecture and Components 

 

depends on the objective of the FaaS systems to serve 

the defined purpose. If objective is very specific and 

does not change frequently then Events as Function 

model is the best choice, otherwise for the required 

dynamic objectives Container as Function model 

could exploit Deployment Manager that is Kubernetes 

feature sets.  

The differentiation among the popular projects 

based on GitHub star popularity & key features 

conducted by fonk-apps.io [6], results published as  

depicted in the Figure 4. 

 
 

Figure 4: FaaS on Kubernetes Landscape findings 

from fonk-apps.io 

 

RMS1: From the overall comparison, Kubeless 

(Event as Function model) and Knative (Container as 
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Function model) suits for Enterprise needs. 

RMS2:Since Kubernetes acts as common deployment 

manager across the FOSS-Serverless computing 

frameworks, also has native deployment integration 

with the Openstack Cloud Platform (IaaS) which is 

viably available as de-facto FOSS Cloud for 

Enterprises. Qinling [26] the native Openstack FaaS 

project is yet to move to its matured state.  

 

Serverless Platform Design & Implementation 

requirements 

Knative and Kubeless architecture and design base 

line requirements available from papers [4] and [7], 

since Kubernetes is the common factor the required 

abstraction and multi-tenancy are the configurable 

items for containers. 

Knative [23] is a platform for building, deploying 

and running modern Serverless on Kubernetes. It 

offers required Middleware for building and running 

code on container-based applications, this helps 

developers to focus solely on writing code. Knative 

has native integration to run over multiple cloud 

providers. Knative itself has three building blocks, 

Building provide a cloud native build system for 

container orchestration works with Kubernetes; 

Eventing manage events with universal subscriptions; 

Serving is request-driven model that offers functions 

to run and scales up and down to zero, works with 

Istio and it models that Function is always executed 

and available through Istio‟ s Ingress Gateway.  

Kubeless[22] leverages Custom Resorce 

Definition (CRD) feature of Kubernetes API and 

creates custom resoruce path for Function Objects. 

CRD can be namespaced and cluster-scoped, this 

enables Kubeless functions to be treated as normal 

Kubernetes constructs in the background, this enables 

Kubeless controller accessible through Kubernetes-

API.  

 

 
 

Figure 6: Kubeless Architecture and 

Components(https://kubeless.io/) 

 

Kubeless Deployment manager calls the Kubernetes 

Container Orchestrator to invoke function runtimes. 

Deployment manager installs function dependencies 

using an Init-container, config-map feature used to 

inject configuration on run-time function. The 

required function triggers can be configured as 

Kubernetes Services and ingress traffic mapping for 

the function runtime can be influenced using 

Kubernetes Ingress-Controller. 

RMS3: From the above the required design and 

implementation requirements are Kubernetes 

Container Orchestrator for Containers and IaaS to run 

Kubernetes virtual machines also called as Master & 

Worker Nodes.  

 

Serverless Performance considerations 

Serverless performance challenges are key 

considerable items to design the environments in 

production environments for the expected results. 

Several items come under scope of performance 

implications with respect to Serverless important 

items [8] are provisioning overhead, co-located 

Functions performance isolation, database and storage 

triggers. Concurrency aspects impacts for Serverless 

are throughput for number of connections [4], CPU 

Intensive workload, Disk Intensive Workload, 

Network Intensive workload [9]. 

RMS4: Performance factors highlighted above needs 

a consideration while designing Kubernetes and 

Openstack for Serverless computing frameworks.  

 

3. Serverless Architecture & Design Over 

Openstack 

Serverless architecture & design over the enterprise 

Openstack Cloud Computing platform depicted below 

as Figure 7. The high-level components involved are 

Events, Workflows, FaaS and BaaS.Cloud platform 

enables Function run times run as FaaS offering and 

Backend services run as BaaS offering. FaaS & BaaS 

leverages Kubernetes Container orchestration and run 

Docker containers. Kubernetes using native 

integration leverages Openstack Computing platform. 

Two variants of FaaS, Kubeless for Events as 

Function Serverless Model and Knative for Container 

as a Function Serverless Model available for users. 

Based on the customer comfort one of the model can 

be selected. Customer do not want to manage 

underlying infrastructure can select Kubeless and 

others who want to explore multiple options from the 

underlying infrastructure can select Knative. 

RMS5: Kubernetes and Openstack integrate tightly 

together using their native support to offer the 

infrastructure enablement for FaaS & BaaS 

workloads. The required Multi-Tenancy and Compute 

Resource quotas allocations configured based on the 

Application owner request. Storage requirement 

varies between FaaS and BaaS, ephemeral storage for 

FaaS and Persistent storage for BaaS are the 

requirements. Since FaaS and BaaS workloads can be 

CPU & I/O intensive,  

https://kubeless.io/
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Figure7:  Enterprise Serverless Computing 

Architecture & Design over Openstack Cloud 

Platform 

compute optimizations and dedicated network 

bandwidth are required. 

 

4. Openstack & Kubernetes Test Infrastructure 

For Serverless Computing Platforms 

Openstack Cloud Computing platform offers the IaaS 

services from the Compute Servers, the platform 

needs other Servers namely Controller Servers, 

Storage Servers for the fulfillment of the overall 

requirement. As depicted below in Fig 8, Tenant 

projects can be created to host Knative & Kubeless 

and name them as FaaS (Fig 8 depicts only Kubeless), 

this project does not required Persistent storage, 

ephemeral storage suffice the requirements of FaaS. 

Hosting BaaS needs a separate Tenant Project along 

with Persistent Storage Volumes. 

From the above requirements of FaaS & BaaS, 

the required storage and network readiness 

configurations needed at Openstack level. Tenant‟s 

creation with three virtual machines per tenant are 

required for Kubernetes installation.  

Kubernetes installation needs one Master Virtual 

Machine to manage the environment and two Worker 

Nodes to run the containers with high availability. 

Kubernetes uses Flannel over Openstack Neutron 

Network for Layer 2 Network connectivity and Calico 

for the Network Security policies. Kubernetes uses 

native storage plugin to integrate with Openstack 

cinder for Storage requirement needs. Kubernetes 

Ingress-controller integration requirement supported 

using Openstack native load balancer Octavia. 

 

RMS 6-Test Setup: 

Hardware:  Intel i7 8-Hyper-thread cores & 16 GB 

RAM 

Openstack: Canonical Charmed Openstack, Stein 

Operating System: Ubuntu 16.04.1 LTS 

Kubernetes: v1.16.1, Docker v18.09.2 

Knative: v0.8, Kubeless v1.0.4 

Python „Hello-world‟ function 

Python „HTTP‟ function 

Workload Generator: wrk 

RMS7:FaaS and BaaS workloads are CPU & 

Memory Intensive; Openstack Compute 

Optimizations likeCPU Pinning & Huge Pages [21] 

enabled for evaluation with Kubeless Function 

workloads to check the impact on performance. 

 

Below are the test outcomes 

 

 
 
Figure 9: Kubeless Throughput Report in Requests 

per Second 

 
Tests proved that Openstack optimization 

significantly improved the functions Throughput & 

Latency performance.  

 

 
 

Figure 10:  Kubeless Latency in Milliseconds 

 

5. Conclusion 

This research work performed a preliminary 

investigation to compare & adopt FOSS Serverless 

frameworks over Enterprise Openstack Cloud 

Computing Platform. As part of the research, the key 

objectives achieved with the selection of FOSS 

Serverless frameworks Knative & Kubeless, 

Designing & Architecting Serverless frameworks over 

Openstack Cloud Computing Platform, also verified 

and confirmed the performance improvement with 

Openstack Optimizations for Kubeless Function. 

Serverless Computing Governance & Compliance 

topics includes in future research. 
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